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Side A features three pairs of internal dip switches, which are accessible by unscrewing the lid. You will find charts with details about 
the dip switch positions on the backside of this manual. 

Lows - switch 
The lows switch boost the low frequencies in the 
overdrive gain stage.

POSITION UP MIDDLE DOWN

LOWS MORE DEFAULT MOST

Clipping - switch 
Lets you choose between a pair of germanium or 
schottky clipping diodes.

POSITION UP DOWN

CLIPPING SCHOTTKY GERMANIUM

Knobs: 

- Drive: Controls the amount of gain. 
- Tone: Controls the overall tone. 
- Level: Controls the output from side A 

Side A (left): 

The side A features the TS10-style circuit with external knobs for drive, tone, level and a three position toggle switch labeled lows. The 
lows switch changes the bass response of the circuit. Internally you find three pairs of dip switches (clipping, clarity and brightness) 
that further enables you to tweak your tone. 

We want to thank you for purchasing your Gravity Overdrive. 

Gravity is our take on two all-time favourite overdrive circuits, the K-style circuit and a TS10 circuit all in one enclosure! A new dual 
overdrive specialising in mid push, Gravity will give you the ability to cut through the mix in any situation.  

Our inspiration for this pedal lies in its name, Gravity and also by the later live lead tones of John Mayer. In particular the outro solo tone 
in his song "Gravity", and intro in his song "Belief", where he stacks these two pedals to obtain that signature tone with a thick wall of 
mids. The TS10 is often used as the main lead tone and the K-overdrive is added as a second cascading gain stage, either as a pre drive 
into the TS10, or as a post drive. 

The Gravity overdrive is divided into a side A (left) and a side B (right), separated by the Order toggle switch in the middle which is used to 
flip the internal order of the effects and hence the signal path from guitar to amp.  

Side B (right): 

The side B features the K-style circuit with external knobs for gain, treble, output and a two position toggle switch labeled clipping. 
The clipping switch toggles between two sets of clipping diodes in the overdrive gain stage.   

Knobs: 

- Gain: Controls the amount of gain. 
- Treble: Adjusts the overall tone.. 
- Output: Controls the output level of side B. 
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CLIPPING - Switch 5-6 
Sets the diode clipping composition in the gain 
stage.

SWITCH 

5 6 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF 5  DIODE ASYMMETRICAL 

ON OFF 3 DIODE ASYMMETRICAL 

OFF ON 4 DIODE SYMMETRICAL

ON ON 2 DIODE SYMMETRICAL DEFAULT 
SETTING

BRIGHTNESS - Switch 3-4 
Changes the frequency response in the gain/overdrive 
section of the circuit.

SWITCH 

3 4 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF DEFAULT SETTING

ON OFF BRIGHT

OFF ON BRIGHTER

ON ON BRIGHTEST

CLARITY -  Switch 1-2 
Changes the frequency of the post overdrive lowpass 
filter (high-cut).

SWITCH 

1 2 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF NOT RECOMENDED

ON OFF DEFAULT SETTING

OFF ON MORE CLARITY

ON ON LESS CLARITY

Below is charts describing the functionality of the three pairs of internal dip-switches for 
tweaking of the side A of Gravity.

POWER: 

The Gravity requires a regulated 9-volt DC power supply with standard 2.1mm jack tip negative polarity.  

The max power consumption of the Gravity is 100mA (+9VDC). If operated with a power supply with insufficient current 
capabilities, it will affect the performance. So make sure your +9V-DC power supply is capable of delivering 100mA.  

We highly recommend you to use a quality power supply with isolated outputs.  

The Gravity does not support battery operation.

The characteristic tone of a TS10 includes a "mid-hump", which means that the circuit accentuates mid-frequencies. It helps to keep 
the sound from getting lost in the overall mix in a band situation. Both the Brightness and Clarity dip-switches enables you to extend 
the frequency range of the classic TS10 "mid-hump" sound by giving it a more glassy tone.  
In conjunction with the external Lows switch, that extends the low frequency response, you can go from the classic mid focused 
overdrive to a full frequency overdrive by changing the settings on these switches.

The Clipping diodes is responsible for creating the 
"overdrive" sound, when the signal amplitude exceeds 
the forward voltage of the diodes.  

A higher number of diodes results in more headroom 
and less compression and sustain.  

Asymmetrical clipping will appear louder for the same 
input signal, because the positive and negative 
amplitude peaks are not clipped evenly. 


